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oulouse Capitole University can 
bank on its scientific excellence, 
its shared culture, its drive for top-
ranking quality standards and its 
trust on « in-house » strengths. It 

is deeply committed to the reshuffling of an 
inclusive Toulouse university site relying on 
subsidiarity, international outreach and strong 
will to build the « University of Toulouse » 
together with the other institutions and 
research bodies of the site and in partnership 
with the Occitanie Region, Toulouse Metropole 
and the socio-economic partners.

One of the main missions of public higher 
education and especially of universities is 
to host students, to ensure their well-being, 
to upgrade their skills and competences and 
to help them integrate the job market. This 
means designing a well-adapted, inclusive 
and human education portfolio. Thanks to 
blended learning techniques and pedago-
gical innovation, our university can offer a 
high quality training suited to the students’ 
learning rhythms and according to a more 
flexible academic year calendar, thus contri-
buting to the success of a greater number of 
students. Besides, the training offer is going 
to be increased thanks to the development 
of international degrees, transdisciplinary 
double diplomas and professional diplomas.

One of the major assets of our university in dis-
seminating knowledge and supporting teaching, 
learning or research are the university libraries 
whose funds boast outstanding resources. They 
are well-structured and managed by skilled 
librarians and library curators.

In july 2020, our University became a member of 
the « Engage EU » European University, which 
aims to provide an analysis and mapping of 
societal changes. The goal is to « build » the 
future together with six other leading European 
universities dedicated to academic excellence 
and the training of socially committed citizens.

Our university has succeeded in taking up 
the current challenges, in gathering and 
federating its community around a common 
culture and strength nurtured by the human 
dimension, hence the need for further 
strengtheningt the links between all its 
players and for fostering as many exchanges 
as possible.

The efforts and competences of our whole aca-
demic community should pave the way for the 
success of our project: taking UT Capitole to an 
even higher level of excellence and bringing 
back the Toulouse University site to the fore 
of excellence while trusting and respecting 
one another.

Hugues Kenfack 
University Chancellor

FOREWORD
Building an international university

T

KEY FIGURES

19 700 registered students

678 lecturers, researchers-lecturers and 
researchers

582 people on the administrative staff

6 departments and schools: Faculty of Law and 
Political Science, Toulouse School of Economics 
-TSE, Toulouse School of Management – TSM, 
Faculty of Administration and Communication 
studies, Faculty of Computer science, IUT Rodez

3 campuses in France:
Toulouse, Rodez and Montauban

3 offshore locations: 
Greece, Vanuatu, Vietnam

L’ARSENAL

LA MANUFACTURE DES TABACS

LES ANCIENNES FACULTÉS

L’ÉCLUSE
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RESEARCH

A RESEARCH-INTENSIVE UNIVERSITY

Toulouse Capitole University is one of the leading research-focused 
universities with top-level researchers-lecturers praised for the 
quality of their work in law, economics and management.
It has become a university of reference both in France and abroad: UT Capitole is the first 
French higher education institution listed among the 2021 top 50 of the Shanghai Global 
Ranking of Academic Subjects “Social Sciences –Economics”. According to RePEC, Toulouse 
School of Economics ranks 10th in economics in the world and 3rd in microeconomics.

TSE has been awarded 23 ERC grants since their introduction in 2017.

DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE

The high scientific repute of UT Capitole research teams and its excellence-focused recruit-
ment policy attract high-flying international scientific experts in their areas of study.

The tenure track model makes it possible for junior researchers-lecturers to gain permanent 
job positions after a 4 to 5 year limited duration contract and an assesment of the work achieved. 
This is particularly appealing to American researchers and 80% of TSE researchers come from 
abroad.

SUPPORTING JUNIOR RESEARCHERS

UT Capitole is also very keen on providing the best working environment to its junior researchers. 

It is one of the few French universities offering flexible tuition contracts (based on the scientific 
achievements over a three-year period maximum) to newly-hired researchers-lecturers. This 
initiative is aimed at supporting their efforts and valorizing their work at a very early stage 
(first three years) in their career.

ASSISTING RESEARCH LABORATORIES

UT Capitole widely supports its research laboratories and teams in their research projects. 

In this respect, the DR (Research Direction) plays a key role by providing them with technical 
support in filing applications or calls for projects.

Specific bonuses, adapted teaching loads and financial perks can also be awarded to perfor-
ming researchers-lecturers.

Moreover the funding of research laboratories is also based on their scientific output in order 
to further promote excellence.

JEAN TIROLE, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, 
NOBEL PRIZE OF ECONOMICS IN 2014

“A research-focused working environment”
“The academic context of our research work is extremely important and the perfect environment offered 
by Toulouse Capitole University makes all the difference. We meet and work with researchers, PhD students 
and students from all nationalities, sharing common dedication to excellence and scientific accuracy. 
Greater attention is being given to students’ needs and multidisciplinarity enables them to address issues 
from a number of different perspectives.”

VERBATIM
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DOCUMENTARY
RESOURCES
UT Capitole boasts vast documentary resources comprising 380 000 
books et 730 journals, 220 000 e-books et 70 000 journals which are 
all available for on site or remote consulting.

The Arsenal and Manufacture des Tabacs 
libraries and learning centres, the Garrigou 
library and the Boutaric room, include many 
different working spaces ranging from 
individual offices to group work, training or 
reading rooms. Beyond the numerous mul-
timedia facilities which are up to the latest 
university work standards, a wide portfolio 
of customized services has been designed to 
provide students and researchers-lecturers 
with appropriate documentary support.

A Language Resource Center (CRL) is located 
in the Arsenal library. Co-managed with the 
Department of Languages and Civilizations of 
the university, this multimedia space allows 
students to develop their language skills, by 
responding to professional and personal needs 
in a self-training approach.

CONTACTS

 + Research Direction
Tel: 05 61 63 38 23
E-mail: recherche@utcapitole.fr

 + Toulouse Capitole Publications: 
publications.ut-capitole.fr

 + University libraries
Tel: 05 34 45 61 34
E-mail: bibliotheques@ut-capitole.fr

 + Department of Languages 
and Civilizations
Tel: 05 61 63 36 28
E-mail: dlc@ut-capitole.fr

 + Language Resource Centre
Tel: 05 34 45 62 05
E-mail: crl@ut-capitole.fr

 + Capitole University Press
Tél: 05 61 12 86 64
E-mail: puss@ut-capitole.fr

CONTACTSRESEARCH VALORIZATION

«Toulouse Capitole University supports researchers in the development and promotion of 
their research work.

• The organization of scientific events (symposiums, conferences, study days, etc.) is carried out 
by the laboratory managers with the support of the Research Department.

• The institutional archive «Toulouse Capitole Publications» allows researchers to distribute 
their work freely and without charge and to make it easily accessible to the entire scientific 
community. This service is offered by the Service Commun de la Documentation.

• The «Presses de l’Université Toulouse Capitole» publishes works intended for the university 
community - teachers, researchers, students - but also for a larger and more diverse public, 
eager to enrich their knowledge.

• The teacher-researchers also have the possibility of expressing themselves in the local or 
national media. The Communications Department supports them in this activity and also 
helps them communicate on social networks and websites.

KEY FIGURES

12 research units

4 joint research units (UMR)

559 researchers-lecturers and researchers

41 people on the staff assisting research 
(engineers, technicians, library 
and administrative staff)

200 conferences and congresses 
organized every year

8 000 participants including

2 000 foreign delegates

6 doctoral schools

3 of them are co-accredited schools

70 PhD theses defended every year 

KEY FIGURES

Open 73 hours a week,
Arsenal library is open until 10pm 
on weekdays and until 8pm on Saturdays

4 university libraries, 2 of which are 
organized as learning centers, and an online 
digital library

1 402 000 entries per year

Seating capacity: 1 162

80 people on the staff and 

42 students, instructors or tutors
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CYRIL GAYSSOT, FMS MANAGING DIRECTOR, CEO 
OF THE NATIONAL UNION OF COMPANIES PROMOTING 
THE INCLUSION OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES AND MEMBER 
OF THE EDUCATION AND UNIVERSITY LIFE COMMISSION. 

« People with disabilities are on the frontline »
« The University is a place of recognition, a place of status and of self-
development. It is also a « prescriptive », highly and sometimes hyper-
regulated environment. When support is missing, the institution can stifle 

self-expression, thus creating inequality. People with disabilities are on the front line, clearly illustrating 
what an excess of norms means for people with specific needs. The time spent at Toulouse Capitole 
University has been an invaluable asset in my life path. I am really extremely grateful to all the men 
and women who are going all lengths to embody University Life on a daily basis. This is quite in line 
with my commitment: increasing the power to act of all the stakeholders so that Toulouse Capitole 
University can gradually become more « inclusive »».

VERBATIM

EDUCATION
Toulouse Capitole is praised for the quality of the courses on offer in economics, management, law, 
mathematics, computing, foreign languages and information and communication science.

AN EDUCATION OFFER ACCESSIBLE 
TO THE LARGEST NUMBER

More than 64 national degrees and 58 university diplomas or preparatory 
courses to competitive exams are on offer at UT Capitole.Among the 
21 000 students enrolled in 2017-2018, 37% were grant holders.

Concerned about equal opportunities and the integration of its 
students, UT Capitole mobilizes two dedicated common services: 
the Open and Distance Learning Service (FOAD) and the Continuing 
Education, Prior Learning Assessment and Apprenticeship Service 
(FCV2A). The former welcomes students who are unable to follow a 
traditional course of study, while the latter develops the institution’s 
work-study training offer. Thus, UT Capitole students have access to 
license and master’s courses in FOAD and 2nd year BUT courses, 3rd 
year licenses, professional licenses as well as masters organized in 
alternation. 

Beyond that, FCV2A and FOAD are actors of the continuing education 
offer within UT Capitole by proposing a diploma training offer com-
patible with the pursuit of a professional activity. This activity is 
completed, as far as the FCV2A is concerned, by a training offer, not 
leading to a diploma, centered on the development of competences, 
with a view to the employability and professional evolution of its 
beneficiaries, with inter and intra-company cycles, proposed either 
by the teams of teacher-researchers of UT1, or built on the basis of 
specifications emanating from the companies and the economic 
sector. The FCV2A is also the institution’s operator for the Validation 
of Acquired Experience (VAE).

.

HIGH-LEVEL 
INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS

Besides deploying standard Bachelor’s, Master’s degree and PhD 
programs, UT Capitole University rolls out highly innovative programs as 
illustrated hereafter:

• Double degree programs designed thanks to the collaboration of 
various departments. Some examples: law and economics, economics 
and mathematics, economics and computer science, economics 
and management;

• Bachelor’s degree programs in French and Foreign law (path: law 
and the hispanic world) at the European School of Law;

• English-taught Master’s degree programs;

• Dual degrees combining a degree awarded by UT Capitole and by a 
partner foreign university: Italy, Germany, United Kingdom, Ireland, 
Greece, Russia, United States and Canada;

• An advanced university diploma on offer at the Collège Supérieur 
de Droit (division of the Faculty of Law) which has been designed 
to meet the requirements of businesses and the high standards 
set by the jurys of competitive examinations.

 + Information, Guidance 
and Careers Service (SUIO-IP)
Tel: +33 (0)5 61 63 37 28
E-mail: suio-ip@ut-capitole.fr

 + Continuing Education - Validation of Learning 
from Experience - Apprenticeship (FCV2A)
Tel: +33 (0)5 61 12 88 26
E-mail: fcv2a@ut-capitole.fr

 + Open and Distance Learning Service (FOAD)
Tel: +33 (0)5 61 63 37 86
E-mail: service.foad@ut-capitole.fr

CONTACTS

KEY FIGURES

64 national degrees

5 intermediate degrees

11 Professional Bachelor’s degrees

5 Bachelor’s degrees

35 Master’s degrees

8 Doctorats

58 university diplomas and preparatory courses
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ENHANCING 
STUDENTS 
EMPLOYABILITY

GRADUATING FOR A JOB 
AND REVEALING TALENTS

Toulouse Capitole University offers each student personalized support 
in their educational and professional project.
The Information, Guidance and Career Service 
informs them on the education offer available 
both in France and abroad.

A specialized team provides orientation and 
reorientation advice and assists students 
in building their academic and professional 
careers, with a wide range of workshops and 
conferences. Innovative schemes such as the 
«Module Vie Pro» and the «Rendez-vous Pro» 
allow them to meet many professionals.

It also develops and implements relations with 
the corporate world by entering agreements 
fostering the development of students’ 
internships, the animation of the Alumni 
network in order to maintain ongoing links 
with former students and to encourage new 
ones with potential employers.

BÉNÉDICTE CAZALS, 
EX HEAD OF EMPLOYMENT MARKETING AIRBUS COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT FRANCE

“Self-sufficient and hard-working students”
“We have interns and work-linked students (apprenticeship and professionalization) from Toulouse
Capitole University, ranging from Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees to doctorates in the three Airbus
departments. Their function is mostly one of support for which they use their skills in international 
and French law, economics, statistics, finance, marketing, human resources, communication... 
We have welcomed 350 UT Capitole students from 2011 to 2016.

They are not only well-trained and mature but also self-sufficient, hard-working, well-read in English and used to doing 
internships. They are so quick on the uptake and reliable that they can be entrusted with important tasks. Two interns 
are currently working in my department, a work-linked M2 in Management of human resources and an M2 in marketing 
management intern whom I trusted with some of the organization at Le Bourget airshow.”

VERBATIM

 + Information, Guidance and Careers Service 
(SUIO-IP)
Tel: 05 61 63 37 28
E-mail: suio-ip@ut-capitole.fr

 + University-industry links
E-mail: entreprises@ut-capitole.fr

 + Internship agreements
E-mail: stages@ut-capitole.fr

 + Mentoring
E-mail: mentorat@ut-capitole.fr

 + Alumni network:
http://alumni.ut-capitole.fr

CONTACTS

KEY FIGURES

The professional integration of graduates 

Professional
Bachelor’s degree

 Master’s 
degrees*

Professional 
insertion rate 95 % 93 %

Status of the 
employees

92 %
unlimited 
duration 
contract

87 %

8 %
limited 
duration 
contract

13 %

* Source: OFIP surveys on 2018 graduates
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A STIMULATING 
PLACE TO WORK

Toulouse which welcomes nearly 
120,000 students, ranks first among 
student cities in France in 2021-
2022 according to the « L’Etudiant » 
magazine.
Toulouse Capitole University is set in the 
town centre, enjoying a remarkable campus 
with century old heritage buildings spreading 
along the Garonne river.

These prestigious buildings bear witness to 
the university history. Being one of the three 
French universities to own the buildings, UT 
Capitole is in a position to upgrade, renovate 
and extend its premises so as to best match 
the ongoing or changing activities.

A GREAT
CAMPUS TO LIVE

 + International and European Relations Office 
(SCREI) 
Tel: 05 61 63 39 25
E-mail: screi@ut-capitole.fr

 + «ESL (European School of Law)
Tel: +33 (0)5 61 63 39 14
E-mail: esl@ut-capitole.fr
https://esl.ut-capitole.fr

CONTACTS

INTERNATIONAL
OUTREACH
A EUROPEAN AND INTERNATIONAL 
HIGHER EDUCATION PLAYER

Over all these years, UT Capitole has strived to 
develop worldwide academic training and research. 
The international diversity of the many cultural and 
scientific contexts on offer is a stimulating asset for 
both students and researchers.
Going international and taking up mobility projects is a priority: 
in-depth information, strong incentive, follow-up and support measures 
have been implemented...

Doctoral students are also encouraged to develop their research project 
in relation with foreign universities, or even under co-supervision.

Besides, Toulouse Capitole University has facilitated the access of 
foreign students to our higher education and research offer in the 
fields of law, economics and management by means of partnership 
agreements with universities abroad.

We have established courses granting UT Capitole diplomas in 
Greece, Vanuatu and Vietnam.

UT Capitole also offers a wide range of destinations reserved for 
exchange students, particularly in English-speaking countries (about 
200 places) and Spanish-speaking countries (also 200 places).

Outstanding work has been accomplished so as to offer English-taught 
courses in law, economics and management.

KEY FIGURES

2 857 international students

134 nationalities

26 dual degrees

512 outgoing UT Capitole students 
 
Exchange programs:
about 164 Erasmus agreements
about  81 agreements with non-European 
countries
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A CAMPUS CHALLENGING CULTURAL OFFER

The university boasts a far-reaching and generous cultural policy 
thanks to a wide, diversified offer and broad access.
This policy focuses on three priority areas: 

Staging high quality event programming 
Shows, exhibitions, concerts, festivals, discounted 
tickets, meetings with artists: #InspirezVous

Encouraging artistic performances thanks to 
a wide variety of workshops
Symphonic music, theatre, computer-aided 
music, film and digital photography, readings, 
choir performances, swing dancing, video 
creation, film reviews, stop-motion animation 
and screen printing: #ExprimezVous

Sharing knowledge
Organization of meetings and discussions on 
societal challenges, attending local, natio-
nal and European encounters and events: 
#CultivezVous

Easy access to an affordable cultural offer 
for all students - both initial and continuing 
education, French-speaking or not-, is one of 
the major features of our university thanks 
to the activities conducted by the Cultural 
Space together with our libraries, teaching 
and research staff, continuing education 
teams and students’ associations as well as 
thanks to many local and regional cultural 
partners.

Students are encouraged to contribute to 
the cultural life of their campus and to get 
involved in the daily life of the university 
through associations, volunteering, or parti-
cipation in the running of the university. 

In order to conduct all these activities, 
student associations can rely on the subsi-
dies awarded by the various departments and 
units of the university or by the Solidarity and 
Development Fund for Student Initiatives (FSDIE) 
managed by the Office of Student Affairs.

BE PHYSICALLY ACTIVE, 
THINK RIGHT: PRACTICING 
SPORT AT UT CAPITOLE

The team of the Sports and Physical 
Activities Department (DAPS) offers 
both students and staff over 40 
sports activities accessible to all, 
from beginners to experts in order 
to ensure their physical, mental 
and social health..
The team trains the students for sports 
competitive exams and coaches individuals or 
teams for academic sports competitions.

Top student athletes are also supported 
in the management of their academic and 
sports career.

It also facilitates sports practice well-suited 
for students with disabilities.

A SUSTAINABLE 
CAMPUS ACCESSIBLE 
TO ALL 

Toulouse Capitole University is 
committed to the sustainable 
development approach as defined 
in the frame of reference “Plan 
vert” (green plan), implemented 
by the Ministry of Higher Education 
to encourage universities.
We ensure that access to all activities and 
premises is unrestricted, open to the university 
members as well as to the general public 
with special needs.

The UT Capitole Help Desk is in charge of 
assisting disabled students with their aca-
demic career. The libraries have developed a 
specific range of services and individualized 
advice to users with disabilities.

 + Cultural Centre
Tel: 05 61 63 39 72
E-mail: culture@ut-capitole.fr

 + Sports and Physical Activities 
Department (DAPS)
Tel: 05 61 63 35 59
E-mail: sports@ut-capitole.fr

 + UT Capitole Help Desk
Tel: 05 61 63 35 28
E-mail: handicap@ut-capitole.fr

CONTACTS

JOANA PALERMO, LAWYER AND HIGH-LEVEL ATHLETE 
« After being awarded the Bachelor’s degree in Private law and fulfilling the 
first year of the Master’s degree in business law with honors, I decided to enrol 
on the second year of the Master’s degree in Finance. I passed the examination 
in December 2019, then the Bar exam and joined the Law School in Versailles. I 
am currently on an internship at a lawyers’ office in Paris. As an eloquence lover, 
I am going to take part in the final of the Master’s College moot competition 

. I am always ready to take up new challenges in sports too. I was a high-level canoe-kayak slalom athlete 
throughout my studies first as a member of the junior athletes in Pau when I was in high school and then 
as a member of the French team as from 2017-2018. This twofold project helped me to live a unique and 
empowering experience and to push my limits day after day ; this is how l learned to never give up both in 
my sports and my academic journey. I won twice the high level sports athlete (SHN) prize awarded to high 
level athletes by the Faculty at the beginning of the academic year. Although I have decided to put aside 
my sports career in order to dedicate myself to my professional career, I am convinced that high level sports 
activities have endowed me with the necessary skills to face new challenges »

VERBATIM

@cultureut1capitole



2 rue du Doyen-Gabriel-Marty - 31042 Toulouse cedex 9 - France 
Tel: 33(0)5 61 63 35 00 - Fax: 33(0)5 61 63 37 98 

Web: www.ut-capitole.fr

TOULOUSE CAPITOLE UNIVERSITY
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